Current aspects of targeted therapy in head and neck tumors.
This review focuses on the current and upcoming options of targeted therapy (biologicals) in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) with special regard to conceptual integration in future strategies. Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is the most prominent candidate for therapeutic targeting because of its more than 90% expression rate in HNSCC and influence on the regulation of proliferation, apoptosis, metastasis, angiogenesis and cell differentiation. The point of view of head and neck surgeons is mainly adjusted to reach a balance between targeted, minimal ablative surgery and the evidence-based demand of oncologic accurate surgery with clear margins and, if needed, adjuvant or primary systemic chemoradiation. Therefore, the long-term effects of chemoradiation regimens, such as dysphagia, aspiration and laryngeal immobility caused by fibrosis, are just beginning to be studied and are becoming one of the major problems in the ongoing treatment of HNSCC. In this context, molecular targeting biologicals with a different toxicity profile and hopefully less late damage to functionally important tissues may open new strategies in primary and adjuvant treatment of HNSCC. Besides cetuximab and other EGFR targeting mAbs, this review focuses on receptor and non-receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors, which further might play a role in the future treatment of HNSCC. To complete the current picture, the problem of multi drug resistance in cancer progenitor cells, targeting members of several relevant pathways and novel agents like pemetrexed and enzastaurin, are discussed in a broader sense of targeted therapy.